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'The following result is ~roved: If either G Is a finite abelian group or a semidirect product of 
a cyclic group of prime order by a finite abelian group of odd order, then every connected 
Cayley graph of G is hamiltoman. 
1. Introduction 
It was conjectured by Lovfisz in 1969 [2, p. 497] that every connected vertex 
symmetric graph has a hamiltonian path. Apparently, only four non-trivial 
connected vertex symmetric ~aphs without hamiltonian circuits are known [I]. 
All four possess hamiltonian paths. However, none of these four graphs is a 
Cayley graph. This inspired many people to conjecture that every connected 
Cayley graph with more than two vertices has a hamiltonian ciccuit. 
It is fairly easy to see that every connected Cayley graph of an abelian group of 
order at least 3 has a hamiltonian circuit (Corollary 3.2). However, the main aim 
of this paper is to prove that the connected Cayley graphs of semidirect products 
of cyclic groups of prime order by finite abelian groups of odd order are 
hamiltonian. 
2. l~limlnaries 
All groups considered in this paper are understood to be finite. By a graph we 
shall always mean a finite, undirected graph without loops or multiple edges. 
If F is a graph, then V(F) and E(F) wiU denote the set of vertices and the set 
of edges of F, respectively. A graph F is said to be hamiltonian if it has a 
hamiltonian circuit, that is, a circuit of length iV(F)]. 
Let G be a group. Then id will denote the identity element. If g ~ G, then Igl 
will denote the order of g. If M is a subset of G, then M- ' ,  Mo, M* and M will 
denote {x-l: x e M}, M-{id}, MoOMo I and the subgroup of G generated by M, 
respectively. If M = G, then M is called a generat~ing set of G. rf M is a generating 
set of G and M-{x} is a proper subgroup of G for each x~M, then M is called a 
minimal generating set of G. A sequence on G is a sequence all of whom terms 
are elements of G. By [] we shall denote the empty sequence on G, that is, the 
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sequence with no terms. Al l  other sequences on G will be called non-empty. Let 
S =[s l ,  s2 . . . . .  s,] and T=[tt,  t2 . . . . .  tq] be sequences on G. The ith partial 
product ,rt,(S) of S is sts2""s, .  Sometimes it will be convenient o use the 
notation 7r(S) for re(S). We say that S is hamiltonian if r = IG[, lr(S) = id, and the 
partial products 7r,(S) (i = i ,  2 . . . . .  r -  1) are all distinct non-identity elements of 
G. If s, e M, for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  r, then S is called an M-sequence on G. Let ~(M,  G)  
denote the set of all hamiltonian M*-sequences on G. The inverse sequence S-~ 
of S is the sequence [s~ ~, s~_~ . . . . .  s~-~]. If r~>2, then Is and S will denote s~ and 
[st, s2 . . . .  s,_~], respectively. By 5~ we shall denote the sequence [s2~ s3 . . . . .  s,_~] 
if r~>3 and the sequence []  if r=2.  The product ST is defined to be the sequence 
[sl, s2 . . . . .  s,, tl. t2 . . . . .  to]. By (S, T) we shall denote the sequence  [ t l ]S - I [ t2 ]S  • . .  
[tq-2]S-'[t,-- i]S if q~>3 is odd, the sequence  [ t l ]a - l [ t2 ]S . . . [ tq_3]~- I [ tq_2]S  
if q t>4 is even and the sequence [] if qs{1, 2}. For every non-negative integer n 
we define S" recursively tc~ be El if n =0 and S"-~S if n ->- 1. All these. Cefinitions 
are interpreted in obvious ways when applied to l-q; for example SO :- [_3S = S and 
[] ' : [ ] "  :UI .  
If M is a subset of G, then the Cayley graph F(G. M) is defined to be a graph 
such that V(C(G, M)) = G and two elements x, y of G are adjacent m F(G, M) if 
and only if xy-  ~ e M*. Clearly, F(G, M) is a connected vertex symmetric graph, if 
and only if M is a generating set for G. All Cayley graphs dealt with in this paper 
will be assumed to have at least three vertices. 
The proof of the followin~ lemma is left to the reader. 
Lemma 2,.1. The Cayley graph F(G, M) is hamiltonian if and only i[ ~(M, G) ~: O. 
The centralizer C6(A) of a subset A of G consists of all ge  G such that 
ga -~ ag holds for all a ~ A. 
If K and H arc groups, then a semidirect product of K by H is a group G such 
that K is a normal subgro,ap of G, H is a subgroup of G, K f3 t t= id  and 
(K U H)--G. It is an easy cxcrcise to see that G/K ~-H. (Note that ,f H also is a 
normal subgroup of G. then G is a direct product of K and H.) 
3. Main results 
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a generating set of an abelian group G and M' be a 
non-empty subset of lVlo. If S, T~ ~(M' , (M ' ) )  and Is = IT, then there exists a 
sequence Q on G such that SQ, TQ ~ ~((M, G). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the cardinality of Mo\  M'. The assertion of 
3.1 is clearly true if Mo\M'=¢.  Let Mo\M'~¢,  g¢Mo\M' , .H=(M\{g}) ,  and j 
be the smallest positive integer such that g' e/4.  By the induction hypothesis there 
exists a sequence R on t- /such that SR. "FR ~ ~(M\{g},  H). If W = SR, let Q be 
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the sequence 
R(W, [g]')[lw][g-'] i-' 
if ] is odd and the sequence 
/~(W, [g]i)[g](ff3- '[g- '] '  -' 
if ] is even. Then SQ, "FQ ~ ~(M, G). 
Corollary 3.2. Every connected Cayley graph of an abelian group of order at least 
three is hamiltonian, 
Proof. By 2.1 it suffices to show that if M is a generating set of an abelian group 
G of order at least 3, then ~(M, G)~: 0- If M contains an element x of order 
n >i 3, then let M' = {x} and S = [x]". If M contains no element of order at ~east 3, 
then it contains (since G has order at least 3) two distinct elements y, z of order 
2. Then let M' = {y, z} and S = ([y][z]) 2. It follows by 3. l that ~(M, G) ~ O. 
Theorem 3.3. Every connected Cayley graph of a semtdirect product of a cyclic 
group of prime order by an abelian group of odd order is hamiltonian. 
lh'oof. Let G be a semidirect product of a cyclic group K of prime order p by an 
abelian group H of odd order, and let L be a generating set of G. If G is abelian, 
then ~(G,L) is hamiltonian by 3.2. We may therefore assume that G is 
non-abelian. Thus [H]~>3. Let M be a minimal generating set of G contained m 
L. Then M = Mo. If p = 2, then H is a subgroup of index 2 in G. This implies that 
G is a direct product of two abelian groups K and H and is therefore itself aoelian. 
Hence p > 2. Furthermore, since G/K -~ H is abelian, it follows by [4, Exercise 2.47] 
that 
[G,G]~_K (11 
where [G, G] is the commutator subgroup of G. Let k ~ Ko. For each g ~ G there 
exists an integer d(k, g) such that g-~kg= katk'~ (since K is a cyclic normal 
subgroup of G). A simple computation shows that 
d(k, gg ' ) -  d(k, g)d(k, g') (rood p) (2) 
for g, g' ~ G. Thus if n = Igl, then 
d(k, g)" ~d(k,  id)~ 1 (mod p). (3) 
Let e(k, g)= Y~,"=I d(k, g)'. Suppose now that g~ Co(K). Then kg# gk and there- 
fore k(kg)~ (kg)k and therefore kg~ Co(K). Since g¢ Co(K), it follows that 
d(k, g) ~ 1 (mod p). Furthermore, e(k, g)(d(k, g ) -  1) = d(k, g)(d(ik, g)" - 1)--=0 
(modp) by (3) and so e(k, g)--0 (mod p). Therefore (kg)" ---g"k "~k'~- id and 
therefore Ikgl ~< Igl. Similarly, (since kg¢ Co(K)) we deduce that Ik-~(kg~t <~ Ikgl. 
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Hence, 
if g~ C~(K),  then ]kgl = Igl for each k ~ K. (4) 
Suppose first that M contains an element k of Ko. Let F=(M\{k}) .  Since M is 
a minimal generating set of G, it follows that K N F~ K and therefore K N F = 
(id). Furthermore, (K U F) = G and therefore G is a semidirect product of K by F. 
"Therefore F-~ G/K  ~ H is abelian. Therefore, by 3.2 there exists 
S =[s, ,  s2 . . . . .  s,]~ ~(M\{k} ,  F). 
Let 
T = [k-']P-'[s,][k-']°-t[s,_.] . ' '  [k - ' ]° - ' [s , ] .  
Since K NF=( id ) ,  the partial products ~r,(T5 (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  pr -1 )  are all distinct 
non-identity elements of G. Let z =~t~pd(k , f ) .  Since G is non-abelian, there 
exists f '  e F \  C(; (K). By (2) 
z = ~ d(k, If'5 = ~. d(k , / ) f (k ,  f ') =- zd(k, f ') (mod p), 
f~F feF  
z(d(k, r ) -  1)= 0 (mod p) Since f '~  C~(KS, it follows that d(k, f ') ~ ~ (mod p) 
and so z ~0 (rood p). Since S~ ~(M\{k} ,  FS. it follows that ~ ~t d(k, ~r,(S)) = z 
and therefore or(T)--ks, ks ,_ t . . ,  ks~ =s,s,_ I - . .  stk ~ ~-~(S)k ~ =id. Thus T~ 
~(M, G). 
Suppose now that M N K = O. Since G is non-abelian, there exist x, y E P4 such 
that 
xy # yx. (55 
Let ~ be the homormorphism of G onto H such that g e K~k(g), for e :ch g ~ G. 
Let a = ~b(x), b = a,b(y) Let lal = n. Then n is odd since IH[ is odd, and a~ id since 
M f3 K = 0. Therefore n >/3. Similarly, Ibl/> 3. Select c' e M* N ik-~(c5 fog each 
ce~b(M*) in such a way that if bq~{a,a-t}, then a '=x ,  (a -1 ) '=x  -I. b '=y ,  
(b-~) '=y ~. If R- - [ r t ,  r2 . . . . .  r,] is a t~(M*)-sequence, then R '  will denote the 
sequence [r~, r~ . . . .  r',]. 
Suppose first lhat b e (a). Let i be the least positive integer such that b = a' Let 
A =[a- I ] "  and B be A if i~{1, n - l}  and the sequence [b][a]"-'-t[b][a--t] ' -t  
otherwise. Clearly, A, B e~g({a, b}, (a)) and l,-, = la. By 3.1 there exists a sequ- 
ence O on H such that both S = .AQ and T =/3Q belong to ~'0k(M), H). Since 
~(y) = b = a' =(~0(x))' = ~k',x 5, it follows that y~Kx ' .  Thus (by (555 there exists 
k c Ko such that y = kx'. If x e CG(K), then yx = kx '÷~ = xkx'  = xy, which con- 
tradicts /5k Thus x~Cc,(K)  and so by (4), Ixl=lal=n. By (3), d(k ,x ) "=- I  
(mod p) and therefore d(k, x)~- I  (mod p) since n is odd. 
Let ,{=[x~]" - tO '  if ie{1, n - l} .  Let "F be [y - i ] [x - t ] " -20 '  if i=1  and 
[ f ] [x  t]" 20 '  if i=  n -  l. Suppose that i e{1, n -  1}. By (55, x,~ y, y-t  and there- 
fore x tx-"*2~r(O') is unequal to both yx-"+2~r(O ') and y-tx-"+2~'(O').  There- 
fore -rr(5~)#~r(qr). Therefore ~r(/)) generates K, where U is one of S or T. 
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Furthermore, since U e ~(~b(M), H), it follows that two different partial products 
of 0 do not belong to the same coset of K. Therefore 0 ~e~(M,G) .  If 
i~{1, n - l} ,  then 
zr( T')'rr(S') -1 = yx . . . .  lyx-'+27r( O')w( Q') - lx  "-1 
= yx-i-tyx -'÷1 = kx- tkx  = k l+a(t*x) ~ id 
since we have seen that d(k, x)~- I  (mod p). Therefore ¢r(S') ~ ~r(T') and thus 
(as above) either (S') p or ('/")P belongs to ~(M, G). A similar a~gament shows 
that ~(M, G) ~ 0 if a e (b). 
Suppose now that b~(a)  and ad(b) .  If both x and y were in Co(K),  since 
x = k~a, y = k2b for some k~, k2eK and a, be  H and H, K are abetiam it wouid 
follow that 
xy = xk2 b = k2xb = kzklab = klk2ba = klya = ykta = yx, 
contradicting (5). We lose no generality in assuming that x~ C~(K). Let m be the 
smallest positive integer such that b m ~ (a). Clearly, m is odd ~nd at least 3. Let 
A = [a]"-~([a] ", [b]m)[a][b-1] m-~ 
and 
B = [a]"-l([a] ", [b]"-2)[b][a - ']"-3[b][a]"-l[b-1][a-V][b-l"~'~--2. 
Then A, B ~ ~({a, b}, (a, b)) and IA = la. Hence, by 3.1 there exists a sequence Q
on H such that S -- ,S,Q and T =/~Q both belong to ~(~b(M), H). By (1) and (5), 
xyx-  ~ y-  t e Ko and therefore, since x ~ C~ (K), it follows that 
(xyx- ly -~)x~ x(xyx-~y-1). Therefore, X-2(xyx  - ty-1) ¢: x- l (xyx -~ y~l)x 1 that is, 
x- lyx - ly  -1 ~ yx - ly - lx  -1. 
Since x~C6(K) ,  it follows (by (4)) that Izl=n. Thus, (7) implies that 
~(S') ~ ¢r(T') so that either (S')" or (T')" belongs to ~(M, G). 
We have now proved that ~(M,G)¢ :O.  Consequently ~(L ,G)~O,  and so 
F(G, L) is hamiltonian by 2.1. 
Since by [4, Theorem 7.13] an extension of an abelian group of order m by ~,,ny 
group whose order is relatively prime to m is always a semidirect product, 3.3 
yields the following result. 
Corollary 3.4. Every connected Cayley graph of an extension of a cyclic group o] 
pnme order p by an abelian group of odd order relatively prime to p is hamiltonian. 
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